T807: User Stories

UC63:
- As an HCP, I can search patient obstetrics charts by patient name and MID so that I can find patient charts by only using their name or MID.
- As an OB/GYN HCP, I can create new initialization charts for patients so that it is easier to create new obstetrics initialization charts for patients.
- As an HCP, I can select a certain patients records and receive a read-only version of the patients records.

UC30-S7:
- As an LHCP, Representative, or Patient, I can edit my message filter.
- As an LHCP, Representative, or Patient, I can view my messages.
- As an LHCP, Representative, or Patient, I can chose to view only messages which match the filter I have created.
- As an LHCP, Representative, or Patient, I can use the existing searchbox to search either the filtered list of messages, or all the messages.

UC807:
- As an HCP, I can export formatted data on my patients so that I can retrieve necessary information from the system without having to stay on the system.
- As an HCP, I can export formatted data on any cause of death I am interested in so that I can more easily analyze the different causes of death occurring in the hospital.
- As an HCP, I can export only a specific portion of formatted data that I am interested in so that I don’t have to sift through data that is irrelevant to my current activity.

UC41:
- As an administrator, I can choose to send a new reminder to all patients with upcoming appointments at any given time
- As an administrator, I can select a subject and message to send as a reminder to users of the system
- As a user of the system, I can receive notifications from the administrator as upcoming appointments
- As an administrator, I can review my sent messages in my outbox to confirm successful sends and manage my users

UC14:
- As a LHCP, I can determine if instances of certain ailments are reaching epidemic proportions in a given area.
- As a LHCP, I can analyse malaria diagnoses for a desired zip code and date to see if an epidemic is occurring.
- As a LHCP, I can examine trends in recent diagnoses.

UC39:
- As an administrator, I want to be able to filter transaction logs by user roles, dates, and transaction types.
- As an administrator, I want to be able to view the transaction logs, ordered by most recent timestamp first, in list form.
- As an administrator, I want to be able to format and visualize transaction logs using bar charts so as to identify trends and patterns.

UC20:
- As an LHCP, I can view death reports for my patients, as well as the top 2 overall causes of death by gender.
- As an LHCP, I can select a time period to view statistics for a particular gender to show seasonal changes in deaths.
- As an LHCP, I can view the diagnostic code and other information about the causes of death of my patients.
- As an LHCP, I can generate a report with the above information.

UC64:
- As an HCP, I can specify the name of an obstetrics patient by MID or Name.
- As an OB/GYN HCP, I can either create a new report for a visit, or edit an existing document. This creates a log entry.
- As an OB/GYN HCP, if I add a patient initialization within 49 weeks of the last one, my initialization will override the existing initialization.